Via Electronic Mail
April 1, 2021
Dr. Mechtild Rössler
Director of the UNESCO World Heritage Centre
UNESCO
7, Place de Fontenoy
75352 Paris CEDEX 07
France
m.rossler@unesco.org
Mr. Peter Shadie
Director, IUCN World Heritage Programme
IUCN World Headquarters
Rue Mauverney 28
1196 Gland
Switzerland
peter.shadie@iucn.org
Re: Mexico’s New Fishing Regulations and Enforcement Failures in the Islands
and Protected Areas of the Gulf of California World Heritage Site
Dear Dr. Rössler and Mr. Shadie,
On behalf of the Center for Biological Diversity, Animal Welfare Institute, the Natural
Resources Defense Council, and the Environmental Investigation Agency, we write to provide
information regarding new fishing regulations issued by Mexico to protect vaquita and totoaba in
Mexico’s northern Gulf of California (“regulations”) 1 and Mexico’s continued enforcement
failures.
As you already know from our submission in December 2020, Mexico published new
regulations on September 24, 2020, governing fishing within the vaquita’s habitat. As described
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Diario Oficial de la Federación. Acuerdo por el que se regulan artes, sistemas, métodos, técnicas y
horarios para la realización de actividades de pesca con embarcaciones menores y mayores en Zonas
Marinas Mexicanas en el Norte del Golfo de California y se establecen sitios de desembarque, así como
el uso de sistemas de monitoreo para tales embarcaciones (Sept. 24, 2020), available at
http://www.dof.gob.mx/nota_detalle.php?codigo=5601153&fecha=24/09/2020; see also Ex. A: Legal
Fishing Guide for The Upper Gulf of California.

below, these regulations were subsequently supplemented in January 2021. 2 Overall, Mexico’s
new regulations potentially offer the vaquita and totoaba important, new protections. However,
key components of the regulations remain unimplemented, and illegal fishing in the vaquita’s
habitat continues. As shown in the maps below, Mexico continues to allow illegal gillnet fishing
throughout the Zero Tolerance Area, the area intended to be the focus of intense enforcement.
The IUCN Cetacean Specialist Group recently stated that illegal fishing remains “uncontrolled.”
Accordingly, the Mexican government has not yet demonstrated that the vaquita and totoaba are
effectively protected.
As a result of the “in danger” designation for the Islands and Protected Areas of the Gulf
of California World Heritage Site (“the Site”), Decision 43 COM 7B.26 requests that Mexico, in
consultation with the World Heritage Centre (WHC) and International Union for Conservation of
Nature (IUCN), develop a set of corrective measures, a timeframe for their implementation, and
a proposal for the desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of
World Heritage in Danger for examination by the Committee at its 44th session.
To address the deficiencies with the management of this Site, we urge the WHC and
IUCN to recommend the strongest set of corrective measures to save the vaquita from impending
extinction. We shared proposed, draft corrective measures with the WHC in February 2020. We
have revised and strengthened those measures in light of the gravity of the situation and have
appended them to this letter for your renewed consideration.
Mexico must demonstrate that it is fully enforcing its regulations and that it has
effectively halted all vaquita bycatch before the Committee should consider withdrawing the
Site’s “in danger” inscription. It is impossible for Mexico to make such a showing at this time, as
recent events demonstrate Mexico’s lack of effectiveness and will in halting illegal fishing
within vaquita habitat and the urgent need for detailed, strong, and immediate corrective
measures.
1. Mexico Has Failed to Fully Implement its New 2020 Regulations
As detailed in our December 2020 letter, Mexico has a history of promising but failing to
implement regulatory programs to protect the vaquita and its habitat. 3 In issuing its September
2020 regulations, the Mexican government committed to take a series of further actions to
conserve the vaquita. But for each of these promises, the government has either failed to meet its
own regulatory deadlines or entirely failed to follow-through on the commitment, as of the date
of this submission.
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Diario Oficial de la Federación. Lineamientos para la organización y funciones del Grupo
Intragubernamental sobre la sustentabilidad en el Alto Golfo de California. (Jan 15, 2021), available at
http://dof.gob.mx/nota_detalle.php?codigo=5609927&fecha=15/01/2021; Diario Oficial de la Federación.
Application Plan in the Zero Tolerance Zone and the Refuge Area for the Protection of the Vaquita (Jan.
20, 2021), available at http://dof.gob.mx/nota_detalle.php?codigo=5610105&fecha=20/01/2021.
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See, Cantú-Guzmán, J.C., Olivera-Bonilla, A., and Sánchez-Saldaña, M.E. 2015. A history (1990–2015)
of mismanaging the vaquita into extinction – a Mexican NGO’s perspective. Journal of Marine Animals
and Their Ecology; 8(1): 15-25.
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a. Insufficient Application Plan
The Mexican government’s 2020 regulations required an “Application Plan” (“Plan”) to
be issued in coordination with several Mexican agencies within 30 days of the regulation’s
publication, i.e., by October 24, 2020 (5th Transitory Article). The Plan is supposed to address
inspection and surveillance, recovery, and disposal of illegal and lost gear, and additional
conservation measures.
The Mexican government has not yet issued a plan that meets these requirements. While
it did issue a plan on January 20, 2021, nearly three months late, the proposal is vague and
primarily delineates which agencies are charged with particular functions related to the vaquita. 4
While there has long been a need to clarify the various Mexican agencies’ functions, the
agencies’ duties identified in the January plan overlap, and many of the duties are vague and lack
timeframes (e.g., directing agencies to “hold . . . meetings” and “participate . . . in inspection and
monitoring”). Moreover, it entirely fails to address “actions for the recovery, disposal and
recycling . . . of illegal” or lost gear, as required by the 2020 regulations. 5
b. Lack of triggers
Critically, to ensure compliance with the fishing closures and gillnet ban, the September
regulations also require that relevant agencies “develop . . . triggering factors, defined as “those
situations identified by means of quantitative measures…which if exceeded will result in
predetermined actions by authorities, such as prohibitions on fishing, closures of areas or similar
responses” (Art. 17). The regulations require the agencies to publish the triggering factors, their
duration, scope, and a mechanism for implementing the triggers by October 24, 2020. The
Mexican government has failed to meet this directive, as to date, no triggers have been
published. 6
c. Vague compliance working groups
The regulations further promise the creation of two compliance working groups. The
“Intragovernmental Group on Sustainability” (GIS) is directed to analyze, coordinate, and
evaluate the agreement and was to be established simultaneously with the September regulations
(6th Transitory Article). A separate “Collaboration Group on Application” (GCAL) is directed to
facilitate the exchange of information on illegal fishing, totoaba trafficking, and prosecutions and
was to be established within 30 days (7th Transitory Article). It is unclear when the GIS was
established, but Mexican agencies published “Guidelines for the organization and function” of
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Diario Oficial de la Federación. Application Plan in the Zero Tolerance Zone and the Refuge Area for
the Protection of the Vaquita (Jan. 20, 2021), available at
http://dof.gob.mx/nota_detalle.php?codigo=5610105&fecha=20/01/2021.
5
Id.
6
Freedom of Information Request number 0819800027220. Letter
RJL/INAPESCA/DG/DJ/UT/046/2021, dated in Mexico City, January 20th, 2021.
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the GIS on January 20, 2021. 7 It also is unclear whether the Collaboration Group has been
established or is intended to meet with or within the GIS.
The first GIS meeting was initially planned to take place in January but was then
postponed to February 26, 2021, 8 five months after the regulation’s publication. In its press
release regarding the first GIS meeting, SEMAR acknowledged that a much-anticipated reform
of the Federal Penal Code to make environmental crimes a serious violation—and thereby allow
preventative detention and increase both prison time and penalties—has not yet passed and is
under review by the Senate. 9
d. Marine mammal reporting
The regulations further direct the Comisión Nacional de Acuacultura y Pesca
(“Conapesca”) to publish a form and mechanism so fishermen can report marine mammal
interactions (Art. 5). Conapesca has failed to publish any form or mechanism. Without
instructions on how or where to report entanglements and bycatch, it is unlikely fishermen are
reporting these events—information that is critical to knowing whether vaquita bycatch
continues.
e. Gillnet surrender
The regulations required all permit holders, captains, and fishermen to deliver any
gillnets to the Conapesca office closest to where their vessel is registered by November 23, 2020
(Art. 10), as the regulations ban possession of such gillnets near vaquita habitat. As of February
3, 2021, and in response to a public information request for how many nets it had received,
Conapesca stated that it had no responsive information, 10 suggesting no nets had been turned
over.
f. Gear marking
The regulations also direct Conapesca to develop and implement a gear marking scheme
within 18 months of the regulation’s publication (2nd Transitory Article). Given the delay of all
other actions the regulations require, we are concerned the Mexican government will similarly
fail to meet this commitment.
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g. Mexico’s discussions on reducing the gillnet ban area
As described in our November 2020 comments, the designated marine area to which the
September 2020 regulations apply does not cover the vaquita’s full range, which includes waters
of the Upper Gulf north of a line connecting Puertectitos and Puerto Lobos, from Baja California
to the Sonoran Coast. Instead of expanding the gillnet ban to cover the vaquita’s full range, the
Mexican government is now discussing a proposal to reduce the size of the area in which gillnets
are prohibited. 11
In sum, while we welcomed Mexico’s publication of its September regulations and
appreciate that the Mexican government now has taken some steps to meet the regulations’
requirements, these actions were delayed, and the government has failed to follow-through on
essential commitments. We are concerned that the current plans and promised future actions lack
the detail necessary to ensure fisheries’ vaquita bycatch and illegal totoaba poaching will be
halted.
2. Mexico Has Already Failed to Enforce its New 2020 Regulations
In Decision 43 COM 7B.26, the Committee urged Mexico to “strengthen its enforcement
and surveillance activities to ensure” the vaquita’s last remaining habitat “remains gillnet free.”
Violations of the gillnet fishing ban continue to occur at shocking levels. In December 2020, the
IUCN Cetacean Specialist Group (“IUCN CSG”) published data demonstrating that “illegal
fishing remains at high levels and takes place day and night.” 12 The IUCN CSG included three
maps documenting illegal fishing activities in October 2020 at the onset of the shrimp season
(Figure 1), November 2020 (Figure 2), and December 2020 (Figure 3). The maps depict
hundreds of pangas—most fishing with gillnets—within the Zero Tolerance Area, where both
gillnetting and transit of any vessels are strictly prohibited to protect the vaquita.
In November 2020, according to the IUCN CSG, a total of 1,185 pangas were counted
throughout the month with nearly all of these pangas gillnetting for shrimp. 13 Based on these
data, the IUCN CSG concluded that “[f]ishermen have no incentives to change their traditional
fishing practices—very little alternative fishing gear, and few alternative livelihoods to feed their
families” and that “[i]llegal fishing remains uncontrolled.” 14
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Grupo Intragubernamental sobre la Sustentabilidad en el Alto Golfo de California, Instalación de la
mesa técnica de medio ambiente (March 12, 2021) (meeting agenda with “Reduction of the Prohibition
Area for all gillnets including ‘gillnets’ as the first point of discussion).
12
IUCN Cetacean Specialist Group, Vaquita Update October through December 2020, available at
https://iucn-csg.org/vaquita-update-october-through-december-2020/.
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While gillnetting clearly continues to illegally harvest shrimp, totoaba gillnetting also continues. In
January 2021, authorities detected a 350-meter-long illegally set gillnet containing 13 totoaba, seven of
which were dead. See
https://www.dossierpolitico.com/vernoticiasanteriores.php?artid=245273&relacion=&tipo=Noticias&cate
goria=1. Such isolated enforcement actions do not address the extent of illegal fishing.
14
IUCN Vaquita Update; see also Ex. B: IUCN SSC Letter re Vaquita Threats (Mar. 26, 2021) (noting
“[t]otoaba nets are in the water right now, and more are being set”).
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These data demonstrate that, despite Mexico’s promises, regulatory improvements, and
pages of submissions to the Secretariat, the same fact remains: Mexico has failed to halt gillnet
fishing in the vaquita’s habitat.

Figure 1. Panga positions in October 2020, with each color 15 representing the approximate number of pangas
observed from the survey vessel at a given time and location. Yellow dots indicate individual pangas that were
confirmed to be fishing. The SSCS effort was concentrated in the ZTA
(outlined in red but labeled as the ‘Critical Zone’ in the map legend).
Source: Sea Shepherd Conservation Society Internal Reports, October 2020.

Figure 2. Panga positions in November 2020, with each color representing the approximate number of pangas
observed at a given time. The effort by net-removal vessels that reported panga positions was concentrated in the
15

In each of the figures, blue, purple, green, and red dots correspond to one, less than 10, more than 10,
and more than 20 pangas, respectively.
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ZTA (outlined in red but labeled as the ‘Critical Zone’ in the map legend).
Source: Sea Shepherd Conservation Society Internal Reports, November 2020.

Figure 3. Panga positions in December 2020, with each color representing the approximate number of pangas
observed at a given time. The effort was concentrated in the ZTA (outlined in red but labeled as the ‘Critical Zone’
in the map legend), but fishing was observed widely in the Vaquita Refuge (inset).
Source: Sea Shepherd Conservation Society Internal Reports, December 2020.

If anything, fishers have become more brazen in their efforts to continue illegal fishing,
not only doing so in broad daylight but also attacking those engaged in patrolling the area and
removing illegal fishing nets. On 31 December 2020, fishermen in 5 to 7 pangas violently
attacked two Sea Shepherd Conservation Society vessels, the Farley Mowat and Sharpie, inside
the Zero Tolerance Area, launching lead weights and Molotov cocktails at the crew and military
officials on board. 16 One panga swerved in front of the Farley Mowat, which was attempting to
leave the area, striking the larger ship, destroying the panga, and throwing the fishermen into the
sea. The crew of the Sharpie immediately rescued the fishermen and its medical personnel, along
with medics from the Mexican Navy, provided medical care prior to their transport to medical
facilities. During the rescue, two fishermen illegally boarded the Sharpie and threatened its crew
and Mexican officials while other fishermen in pangas continued to throw projectiles and fuel at
the ship, ultimately causing its bow and recovered illegal fishing gear to catch fire. 17 Onshore,
other assailants set a Sea Shepherd truck ablaze. 18 Tragically, one of the rescued fishermen died
from his injuries several days after the incident.
The failure to enforce the gillnet prohibition in the Upper Gulf is indicative of a systemic
problem in Mexico to responsibly manage and enforce its fishing regulations, as highlighted in a
September 2020 assessment by Vanda Felbab-Brown of the Brookings Institute:
16

See https://seashepherd.org/2021/01/01/collision-at-sea-as-sea-shepherd-vessels-attacked-in-mexicosvaquita-refuge/
17
Id.
18
Id.
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Fisheries management and enforcement in Mexico involves a complex and mostly
ineffective tangle of institutions that tend to be under resourced, susceptible to corruption,
and engage in buck-passing. . . . Well-meaning and dedicated officers get easily
disheartened by the rock-bottom slashed budgets the López Obrador administration
imposed, hollowing out already critically weak management, inspection, enforcement
capacities—an institutional morass. 19
This institutional morass has contributed to illegal fishing accounting for between 45 and
90 percent of official fish production in Mexico. 20 Moreover, the problem is not limited to illegal
fishing as enforcement failures are common throughout the seafood supply chain in Mexico.
Yozell (2020), in a Stimson Center report analyzing the implementation of the U.S. Seafood
Import Monitoring Program (SIMP), found as follows:
According to Stimson interviews with government, NGO, and industry stakeholders in
Mexico, there are several steps along the seafood supply chain where information
required for SIMP and verified by the Mexican government can be falsified, duplicated,
or left unverified. Government capacity, reporting, and documentation have proven to be
the main challenges for SIMP implementation in Mexico; and these challenges are
clearest in the small-scale fishing sector. These findings stand in contrast to NOAA’s
initial statements to Stimson that there have been no major issues in Mexico as interviews
with stakeholders on the ground revealed that there have been several key gaps for SIMP
implementation in the country. 21
Fundamental solutions to mitigate the scope of illegal fishing, solutions that have been
repeatedly suggested but never substantively implemented by Mexico, include: 22
•
•
•

•

Relentless detection and prosecution of all persons/entities engaged in illegal fishing with
escalating fines that are multiples of the value of the illegal catch;
Acquisition and implementation of better technologies including aerial, land, and marine
water drones and other sensors to monitor fishing/fisher activities;
Improve coordination among Mexican agencies (e.g., CONAPESCA, CONANP,
PROFEPA, SEMAR, federal/state/municipal police forces, national guards, and customs)
to share intelligence and data and to strengthen enforcement investigations and
prosecutions;
Enhance collaboration with counterparts in the United States including with the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, US customs agency, and government prosecutors;

19

See, https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2020/09/14/illegal-fishing-in-mexico-andpolicy-responses/
20
Id.
21
Yozell. 2020. A Qualitative Assessment of SIMP Implementation in Four Countries. Stimson Centre
Report, available at https://www.stimson.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Stimson-Final-TraceabilityReport.pdf
22
See, https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2020/09/14/illegal-fishing-in-mexico-andpolicy-responses/
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•

Address the needs of fishers by helping them adopt sustainable fishing practices, use
ecologically low-impact fishing gear, and develop alternative livelihoods—none of which
has, to date, succeeded in the Upper Gulf.

Felbab-Brown cautions, however, that such improvements will not succeed unless there
is “better resourcing of environmental management and protection agencies.” 23 She opines that
“[a]s long as the López Obrador administration starves them of budgets, better environmental,
fishery sustainability, and rule-of-law results won’t follow.” 24
A lack of resources is preventing coordinated, meaningful, and sustained efforts to
prevent illegal fishing and protect the vaquita and totoaba. Excélsior, a respected media
organization in Mexico City, recently reported, after a review of government reports about the
recently-concluded shrimp season in the Upper Gulf, that a lack of resources, planning, logistics,
and knowledge among senior officials of PROFEPA has led to “[lo]s nulos resultados” or zero
results in the protection of the vaquita and efforts to combat the illegal trafficking of totoaba. 25
Specifically, PROFEPA’s low budget is used inappropriately and for improvised actions which
yielded no results. In November and December 2020, the 19 federal inspectors brought in to
support local authorities in the Upper Gulf were unable to prevent unlawful conduct, as no small
vessels were available for their use “because there was not enough money for fuel.” 26 This
prevented efforts to stop illegal fishing on, for example, November 11, 2020, when there were 60
pangas simultaneously engaged in illegal fishing inside the vaquita Zero Tolerance Area.
Furthermore, there are no towboats or four-wheeled drive vehicles available to conduct
beach patrols, no accommodations for PROFEPA officials to stay overnight in the area, and no
office space for its officials to use, as the PROFEPA facilities in San Felipe and Santa Clara were
attacked by fishers and set on fire in 2018 and 2019, respectively, and have not been rebuilt. 27
The former PROFEPA coordinator for San Felipe also sent personnel to assist with inspecting
vehicles on the road to Mexicali despite the Ministry of National Defense having sufficient
personnel to conduct the checks itself. 28
The lack of any coherent strategy to address monitor legal fisheries, curtail the extent of
illegal fishing and enforce fishing prohibitions in the Upper Gulf was highlighted in the 26
February 2021 GIS meeting between government officials, fishers, industry representatives,
politicians, and others. Mr. Ramón Franco, a representative of the organized fishermen of San
Felipe, noted how “everyone sees how in broad daylight illegals operate in total impunity.” 29
Carlos Tirado, the leader of the fishing cooperatives in Golfo de Santa Clara and Golfo de
Sonora, asked, “[w]hen will there be a real strategy from the federal government and industry to
23

Id.
Id.
25
See, https://www.excelsior.com.mx/nacional/sin-recursos-ni-estrategia-profepa-enfrenta-extincion-devaquita-marina/1434816
26
Id.
27
Id.
28
Id.
29
See, https://www.excelsior.com.mx/nacional/gobierno-llego-a-reunion-sin-estrategia-para-habitat-devaquita-marina-pescadores/1435014
24
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find a solution, because as of today, February 26th, it does not exist?” 30 Tirado also noted that,
despite the prohibition on using gear that had been promulgated in September 2020, the
government had failed to provide alternatives to the communities. 31 No new meaningful or
substantive strategies, that were not already underway or that are common sense (e.g.,
information sharing), came out of the meeting.
Indeed, instead of promising strict enforcement of its fishing laws, the Secretary of
Environment and Natural Resources, María Luisa Albores González, indicated that the
government was considering modifying the gillnet prohibition area by reducing the size of the
vaquita refuge given the reduced distribution of vaquita. 32 This decision, if implemented,
effectively rewards poachers for their illegal actions by increasing fishing opportunities
(including for those who fish illegally) and dismisses the blatant incompetency of the
government agencies that failed to enforce the law.
While the record of Mexican authorities to stop illegal fishing has been abysmal, illegal
net-recovery efforts have continued, and some progress has been made enforcing illegal
possession and trade in totoaba swim bladders (“buches”). During a five-month period between
2019 and 2020, 163 and 104 illegal fishing gear was recovered from the water and on land,
respectively, and 18 authorities opened investigations involving the seizure of 797 totoaba
buches. 33 Such actions, while welcome, provide further evidence of the failure to stop illegal
fishing from occurring and will not produce behavioral change in a timeframe capable of saving
the vaquita. The corresponding economic damage to the environment is estimated to be nearly
164 million pesos (nearly 8 million USD). 34
CONCLUSION
We recognize the importance of Mexico updating its regulations to align them with the
critical status of the vaquita. The new regulations, if enforced, have the potential to reduce
totoaba poaching and vaquita bycatch. However, Mexico has not fully implemented the
regulations and has utterly failed to enforce the regulations. Mexico must demonstrate full
implementation and enforcement of its new regulations to end the threat of vaquita bycatch, thus
allowing for the recovery of this species of Outstanding Universal Value.
Strong, detailed corrective measures that mandate sufficient, adequately trained
enforcement personnel in the region, funding, reporting, and timelines for demonstrating
effectiveness are urgently needed to save the vaquita, as well as another monitoring mission to
ensure full implementation of the measures. We request that the Centre and IUCN consider this
information, including the attached, revised draft corrective measures, in its ongoing efforts to

30

Id.
Id.
32
See, https://www.gob.mx/conapesca/articulos/gobierno-de-mexico-acuerda-fortalecer-las-acciones-yel-dialogo-para-lograr-el-desarrollo-del-alto-golfo-de-california-265142?idiom=es
33
See, https://www.infobae.com/america/mexico/2021/02/21/danos-ambientales-en-zona-de-la-vaquitamarina-ascienden-a-163-millones-de-pesos-semar/
34
Id.
31
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address the deficiencies in the management of the Islands and Protected Areas of the Gulf of
California World Heritage Site.
We welcome the opportunity to discuss this issue with you and would be happy to answer
any questions you may have.

Sincerely,
Alejandro Olivera
Senior Scientist and
Mexico Representative
Sarah Uhlemann
Senior Attorney and International
Program Director
Center for Biological Diversity
2400 NW 80th Street, NW #146
Seattle, WA 98117
aolivera@biologicaldiversity.org
suhlemann@biologicaldiversity.org

DJ Schubert, Wildlife Biologist
Kate O’Connell, Marine Wildlife Consultant
Animal Welfare Institute
900 Pennsylvania Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20003
(609) 601-2875
dj@awionline.org
kate.oconnell@balaena.org

Zak Smith
Senior Attorney & Director, International
Wildlife Conservation
Natural Resources Defense Council
317 E Mendenhall Street, Suite D
Bozeman, MT 59715
zsmith@nrdc.org

Clare Perry
Ocean Campaign Leader
Environmental Investigation Agency
62/63 Upper Street, London N1 0NY
UK
clareperry@eia-international.org

CC:
Mr. Guy Debonnet, Chief of the Natural Heritage Unit. World Heritage Centre, UNESCO
Elena Osipova, PhD Senior Monitoring Officer, IUCN World Heritage Outlook
Dr. Fanny Douvere, Marine Programme Coordinator, World Heritage Centre, UNESCO
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Decision: 44 COM XXXX

Islands and Protected Areas of the Gulf of California
(Mexico) (1182ter)
The World Heritage Committee,
1. Having examined Document WHC‐XX/44.COM/XX;
2. Recalling Decision 43 COM 7B.26, adopted at is 43rd session (Baku, Azerbaijan, 2019);
3. Expresses its utmost concern that significant illegal fishing within the vaquita’s habitat continues,
including within the Vaquita Refuge and the Zero Tolerance Area, and with evidence of the State
Party’s law enforcement authorities continued inability and/or unwillingness to enforce existing
regulations banning gillnet fishing within the Vaquita Refuge and to arrest and prosecute offenders;
4. Takes note of the State Party’s reported progress made with adoption of Mexico´s new regulations,
published on September 24, 2020, governing fishing within the vaquita’s habitat, and supplemented
in January 2021;
5. Notes with alarm the failure of the State Party to fully implement numerous recommendations
contained in the Joint UNESCO‐World Heritage Centre and International Union for Conservation of
Nature Reactive Monitoring Mission conducted in April 2017 and February 2018 and in the reports of
the Comité Internacional para la Recuperación de la Vaquita (International Committee for the
Recovery of the Vaquita or CIRVA), including its 8th, 9th, 10th, and 11th reports, particularly
recommendations to strengthen and maintain a high level of surveillance and monitoring within
vaquita habitat and to develop effective and acceptable alternative fishing gear;
6. Emphasizes that only around 10 vaquita porpoise (Phocoena sinus), an Outstanding Universal Value
(OUV) of the property, remain and, without urgent action by the State Party, the vaquita may be
extinct by 2022 and that illegal fishing for the totoaba (Totoaba macdonaldi), another OUV, is
unsustainable;
7. Recalling that the Parties to the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild
Fauna and Flora (CITES), at their 18th Conference of the Parties in 2019, directed the State Party to:
“effectively prevent fishers and vessels from entering the Vaquita Refuge area,” address the illegal
totoaba trade, and intensify “gillnet removal efforts to maintain the Vaquita Refuge area as a net‐free
zone,” and further directed the CITES Standing Committee to analyze Parties’, including the State
Party’s, implementation of those measures and make recommendations for compliance, which
includes the potential for trade sanctions;
8. Requests the State Party to urgently implement the following corrective measures including
measures identified during previous missions and by CIRVA to restore the OUV of the property by
September 1, 2021, due to the perilous status of the vaquita:
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1. Enforce all prohibitions on setting and possession of gillnets and any other illegal fishing
within the Vaquita Refuge, particularly within the Zero Tolerance Zone;
2. Achieve a gillnet‐free Vaquita Refuge, through enforcement and net removal efforts;
3. Significantly enhance law enforcement capacity within the Vaquita Refuge by developing,
implementing, and fully funding a strategic plan for the control of illegal fishing and trade in
totoaba, as a collaborative effort involving all relevant federal entities including the
Secretaría de Agricultura y Desarrollo Rural (SADER), Secretaría del Medio Ambiente y
Recursos Naturales (SEMARNAT), Procuraduría Federal de Protección al Ambiente
(PROFEPA), Comisión Nacional de Áreas Naturales Protegidas (CONANP), Comisión Nacional
de Acuacultura y Pesca (CONAPESCA), the Mexican Navy (SEMAR), the Gendarmarie,
Secretaría de Gobernación, Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público, local police forces,
state and local governments, state and local prosecutor’s offices, and NGOs. The strategic
plan should include specific measures to:
1. Ensure that there are a sufficient number of fully‐equipped personnel to physically
patrol the Zero Tolerance Area within the Vaquita Refuge to prevent all illegal fishing
and possession of gillnets 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and 365 days a year, and
that these personnel have to power to interdict and arrest those violating regulations
and confiscate gillnets and fishing boats;
2. Provide adequate surveillance of the broader Vaquita Refuge by properly trained and
equipped personnel, including through physical law enforcement patrols, the use of
aerial drones, real‐time electronic monitoring of vessel movements, long‐range
binoculars and similar devices, and other technologies to prevent illegal fishing and
related activities year‐round,
3. Secure a sufficient number of properly trained and equipped personnel to fully
enforce all laws and regulations intended to prevent, stop, and/or identify illegal
fishing activities including night‐time fishing prohibitions, the use of specific
embarkation/disembarkation sites, inspection of fishing gear, inspection of landed
fish catch, and prohibitions on the possession, use, and transport of illegal gillnets on
land and on the waters,
4. Quickly respond to and adequately address reports of illegal activities, and issue
citations, arrest, and/or prosecute transgressors on the basis of relevant
conservation and criminal laws and seek sufficient penalties to deter future violations
within those prosecutions,
5. Identify and prosecute syndicates, cartels, networks, and businesses involved in
illegal fishing and totoaba trade, in cooperation with the relevant authorities for the
eradication of environmental crime and corruption,
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6. Provide for immediate compliance with any other agreements, regulations, policies,
or other provisions negotiated between the State Party and any other Party or other
entity to protect the vaquita, totoaba, other OUVs of the property, and to expand,
improve, and strengthen relevant law enforcement provisions and capacities,
4. Expand, enhance, fully fund, and then maintain efforts to remove gillnets and other illegal
fishing gear, including nets/gear that are lost, discarded, or “ghost” gear, from the Vaquita
Refuge including the Zero Tolerance Area in cooperation with NGOs, fishermen and women,
and federal, state, and local agency officials and ensure the protection of all personnel,
5. Strengthen monitoring of key species, including the vaquita and totoaba, by:
1. Permanently funding a vaquita observation and monitoring program including
through the use of photo‐identification and hydroacoustic monitoring devices and
ensuring that there are a sufficient number of properly trained and equipped
scientists involved in the program while also ensuring their safety,
2. Agreeing on a common methodological framework for monitoring the totoaba
including assessing the level of illegal and unregulated fishing, the impact of illegal
and unregulated fishing on the population, determining population trends, and
studying the survival of introduced, captive‐bred, totoaba fry and fingerlings in the
Upper Gulf of California,
3. Agreeing on a common methodological framework for monitoring other marine
species, including finfish, marine mammals, sea turtles, and marine invertebrates
found within the property that may be impacted by legal and illegal fishing,
6. Continue, expand, and expedite efforts to develop, test, and authorize the use of alternative
vaquita‐safe fishing gear in collaboration with the Expert Committee on Fishing Technologies
(ECOFT), International Whaling Commission’s Bycatch Mitigation Initiative expert panel,
universities, other fishing gear experts, fishing cooperatives, and fishermen and women,
7. Cease efforts to engage in the international trade in captive‐bred totoaba products and parts
so long as the vaquita remains endangered and until: illegal fishing in the Vaquita Refuge and
Zero Tolerance Area is eliminated, demand for illegally‐sourced totoaba products is reduced
to negligible levels in China and other consumer countries, and a comprehensive analysis of
the impacts of permitting a legal, international trade in totoaba products and parts on wild
totoaba populations, illegal fishing activities, and in resurrecting a demand for illegally
sourced totoaba products is completed by a neutral entity,
8. With the aid of INTERPOL, investigate money transactions and secure bank accounts of illegal
traffickers in US and China to the extent allowed under relevant national and international
laws,
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9. Significantly strengthen efforts to provide alternative sources of income and livelihoods for
fishermen and women and others who directly or indirectly benefit from commercial and
recreational fishing in the Upper Gulf of California whose livelihoods are impacted by fishing
restrictions by:
1. Reestablish a temporary (3‐year) financial compensation program for persons and
others impacted by fishing restrictions who have agreed to using alternative methods
and livelihoods, such program to be administered by a third party with full
transparency and accountability during the transition from traditional to alternative
fishing gear,
a. Incentivize fishermen and women and others impacted by fishery restriction
to utilize authorized, alternative fishing gear by temporarily (3‐years)
agreeing to provide financial compensation for profits lost while transitioning
to alternative fishing gear compared to profits accrued from the use of
traditional gear
b. Establish, in cooperation with educational institutions, NGOs, and social
service organizations, training programs to provide interested persons with
the skills to pursue alternative, non‐fishery related, livelihoods.
9. Further requests the State Party to invite a joint World Heritage Centre/IUCN Reactive Monitoring
Mission to the property to assess the effectiveness of the implementation of the correction actions
established above, to be conducted before December 1, 2021;
10. Further requests the State Party to submit to the Word Heritage Centre, by 1 October 2021, a
detailed report, including a 1‐page executive summary, on the implementation of the corrective
measures and the other points noted above, as well as on progress achieved towards reaching the
indicators of the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of
World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Centre and IUCN, to determine
whether further emergency action is necessary;
11. Further requests the State Party to submit to the Word Heritage Centre, by 1 February 2022, a
detailed report, including a 1‐page executive summary, on the implementation of the corrective
measures and the other points noted above, as well as on progress achieved towards reaching the
indicators of the Desired state of conservation for the removal of the property from the List of
World Heritage in Danger, for examination by the World Heritage Committee at it 45th session in
2022;
12. Decides to retain the Islands and Protected Areas of the Gulf of California on the List of World
Heritage in Danger.
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Exhibit B

IUCN Species Survival Commission
c/o Provita
Calle La Joya
Edificio Unidad Técnica del Este
Chacao, Caracas 1060
Venezuela

Tel: +58 212 286-1077 / 3169
jonpaul.rodriguez@iucn.org
www.iucn.org/species

(Original submitted in Spanish)
Almirante José Rafael Ojeda Durán
Secretario de Marina (srio@semar.gob.mx)
Víctor Manuel Villalobos Arámbula
Secretario de Agricultura y Desarrollo Rural (victor.villalobos@sader.gob.mx)
María Luisa Albores Gonzáles
Secretaria de Medio Ambiente y Recursos Naturales (secretaria@semarnat.gob.mx)

26 March 2021
Your excellences, Secretaries Ojeda Durán, Villalobos Arámbula and Albores Gonzáles,
The IUCN Species Survival Commission has for many years voiced concern over the precarious
situation of vaquitas. With a 99% decline over the past decade and a population now numbering only
about 10 individuals, vaquitas are our highest priority. Recent news coverage has suggested several
threats to vaquitas that are well known not to be threats. I wish to put these alleged threats to rest
quickly so that meaningful actions to address the only immediate threat to this species, namely
accidental mortality in gillnets, can be addressed. Scientific evidence to refute the allegations is given
in the Annex.
The vaquita is a 3 million‐year‐old species found only in the far northern Gulf of California, and it has
persisted at relatively low abundance for at least the last 200,000 years (Morin et al. 2020). Thanks
to the high‐quality research led and published by CONANP scientists, the scientific community widely
accepts that unsustainable mortality in gillnets (set for shrimp, totoaba and other finfish) is the cause
of the vaquita’s rapid decline (Rojas‐Bracho and Taylor 1999; Rojas‐Bracho, Reeves and Jaramillo‐
Legorreta, 2006; Rojas‐Bracho and Reeves, 2013; Jaramillo‐Legorreta et al. 2017, Thomas et al. 2018;
Jaramillo‐Legorreta et al. 2019). There is no reason to seek an alternative explanation for the
vaquita’s unprecedented decline. No emaciated vaquitas have been observed, either alive or dead
(Gulland et al. 2020). Individuals seen recently, including calves, appear robust (Taylor et al. 2019).
There is every reason to believe that if vaquitas were immediately protected from gillnets,
throughout the species’ range and particularly in what is called the Zero Tolerance Area (ZTA), the
population could recover.

INTERNATIONAL UNION FOR CONSERVATION OF NATURE

Totoaba nets are in the water right now, and more are being set. The first priority to save vaquitas
must be to remove these nets, with a strong focus on the ZTA. Three capable ships and crew of the
NGOs Museo de la Ballena y Ciencias del Mar and the Sea Shepherd Conservation Society that could
be removing nets as they have done in past years are standing by and ready to resume this critical
activity to support the Government of Mexico.
Deeply respectfully, I urge the Government of Mexico to support this critical activity without further
delay as the totoaba spawning season is reaching its peak.
More science is always welcome, but the presently critical situation facing vaquitas requires that
resources be devoted to actions dealing directly with gillnet entanglement, focusing on the small
area where vaquitas are known to survive.
Sincerely,

Jon Paul Rodríguez, Ph.D.
Chair, IUCN Species Survival Commission
cc.
 Contralmirante C.G. DEM. Martín Enrique Barney Montalvo, Comandante del Sector Naval de
San Felipe, BC. (navfel@semar.gob.mx)
 Bernardino Jesús Muñoz Reséndez, Encargado de Despacho de la Comisión Nacional de
Acuacultura y Pesca (bernardino.munoz@conapesca.gob.mx)
 Pablo Roberto Arenas Fuentes, Director General, Instituto Nacional de Pesca y Acuacultura
(pablo.arenas@inapesca.gob.mx)
 Blanca Alicia Mendoza Vera, Procuradora Federal de Protección al Ambiente
(blanca.mendoza@profepa.gob.mx)
 Roberto Aviña Carlín, Comisionado Nacional de Áreas Naturales Protegidas
(roberto.carlin@conanp.gob.mx)
 Iván Rico López, Titular de la Unidad Coordinadora de Asuntos Internacionales, SEMARNAT
(ivan.rico@semarnat.gob.mx)

Annex
Evidence to refute the recent allegations concerning threats is as follows:
 Allegation 1: Cessation of flow of the Colorado River resulted in the vaquita’s decline because it
is adapted to be an estuarine species
1. The portion of the Upper Gulf known to be vaquita habitat has likely never had the
sustained or widespread brackish‐water conditions of a year‐round estuary (Brusca et
al. 2017, Rojas‐Bracho et al. 2019). Cessation of river flow is a controversial issue and
there is certainly more to be learned about the ecological effects (Flessa et al. 2019).
However, as noted by Flessa et al., “Restoring the flow of the Colorado to the Gulf will
not save the vaquita. Enforcing a gillnet ban is necessary to save this iconic species.”
2. The assertion that vaquita mortality is increased by up to 50% because the animals
expend energy from osmoregulation and thermoregulation, due to the change in
conditions from estuary to marine, has no scientific basis. Marine mammals are
adapted to filter and quickly eliminate the high amount of salt in their oceanic habitat.
All marine mammals examined to date produce urine that is at least as concentrated
as seawater (1000 mosM), and most are capable of doing much better than this
(Costa 2018). To date there is no evidence that vaquitas are in anyway maladapted to
their current habitat. Animals are healthy and females produce calves.
3. All vaquitas examined to date have appeared healthy, with no signs of being
nutritionally stressed.
4. The precipitous decline in vaquitas began long after the damming of the river and the
timing of the decline matches an unprecedented intensification of fishing with large‐
mesh gillnets in the heart of the species’ range.
 Allegation 2: Presence of white sharks has increased because the disappearance of estuarine
conditions opens this habitat to them and they can now prey on vaquitas
1. Sharks, in general, can tolerate a range of salinities (Cramp et al. 2015; Morash et al.
2016; Curtis et al. 2011). While information on salinity tolerance is limited for white
sharks, tracking data show that, across age classes, they can move deep into estuaries
and inhabit regions of low salinity (Harasti et al. 2017, P. Butcher pers. Com.). Tagged
white sharks in the northeastern Pacific were detected in a range of measured
salinities between 25‐30 ppt (S. Jorgensen pers. com.). Thus, it is unlikely that white
sharks would have previously avoided vaquita habitat due low salinity associated with
riverine output.
2. White sharks do not start targeting marine mammals until they are ~ 9 years and
older (Klimley 1985). Of the 100s of sub‐adult and adult sharks tagged in the
northeastern Pacific, only a few have been documented in the Upper Gulf, in vaquita
habitat (MarineCSI.org; Jorgensen et al 2010; Domeier and Nasby‐Lucas 2013; Dewar
et al. 2013).
3. The tagged sharks that have traveled to the Upper Gulf were females and they only
remained for ~1 month during the shark pupping season, which is biennial for
individual sharks (Domeier and Nasby‐Lucas 2013).
4. Given points 2 and 3, the abundance of large white sharks in the Upper Gulf is
expected to be very low, both now and in the past.

5. It is well known that there is broad spatial separation between white shark nursery
and foraging grounds. Conditions in the Upper Gulf are consistent with those
associated with white shark nursery grounds and not foraging grounds (Klimley 1985,
Dewar et al. 2013, White et al. 2019; Shaw et al. 2021). Juvenile white sharks prefer
shallow bottoms where they forage primarily on fish and smaller elasmobranchs
(Klimley 1985; Shaw et al. 2021).
 Allegation 3: Pollutants, including those associated with local gold mining, caused the vaquita’s
decline.
1. Detailed examination of 9 vaquita carcasses from 2016‐2018 revealed lesions and full
stomachs, both features that are consistent with gillnet entanglement (Gulland et al.
2020). Also, the 3 carcasses examined for pollutants had low levels compared to other
marine mammals. No saxitoxin or domoic acid was detected.
2. Mercury is very toxic and can bioaccumulate in marine organisms. However,
demethylation and selenium binding may protect marine mammals against acute
toxicity (Kershaw and Hall 2019). Fish, fisheries and fishers would be affected if
mercury were pervasive in the Upper Gulf.
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